Golden Voices of Israel No. 2

Jan PEERCE
Shiroh
KAPOV - KAGAN
Ono Bekoach • Birchas Koanein • Niloh
Sim Shalom Part 1 • Sim Shalom Part 2
Joseph ROSENBLATT
Kol Nidrei
Sawel KWARTIN
Weal Yedei • Tifer Rabbi Ishmael
Pierre PINCHIK
Ribono Shel Olom Part 1 • Ribono Shel Olom Part 2

MASTERPIECES OF THE SYNAGOGUE
THE ART OF CANTOR JOSEF ROSENBLATT

SIDE 1
ELOKAY NESHOMOH
(O My God, the Soul Thou Gavest Me is Pure)
HABET MISHOMAYIM (Look Down from Heaven)
ACHEINU KOL BETH ISRAEL
(Our Brethren, the Whole House of Israel)
ADOSHEM MOLOCH GEUS
(The Lord Reigneth)
Cantor Josef Rosenblatt

SIDE 2
YISHTABACH (Praised Be Thy Name)
TIKANTO SHABBOS (Thou Didst Institute the Sabbath)
(Arr. by N. Shilkret)
DER NUER „OMAR RABBI ELOSOR”
(The New „Omar Rabbi Eleazar”)
ELOKAY AD SCHLO MOZARTI
(O My God, Before I Was Formed)
W’AF HU HOYOCH MIS’CHAVEN
(The High Priest Awaits the coming of God)
(from „Avodah” of Yom Kippur)
1-4 Cantor Josef Rosenblatt
5 Josef Rosenblatt-Levi
Rosenblatt Assisted by R. Kazimirsky

S30 247

Cantor MOSHE KUSEVITSKY

FACE 1
Esso Elaai El Hehorim (Psalm 121) (Yarzehin - arr. W. Bass)
Korutz Mi’ chamor (Pentecostal Hymn) (Low - orchestration W. Bass)
Ad Heino Asoruna (Rosenblatt, Kusevitsky)
Rachmon D’onei Luaniyei Aneino (Stichai Prayer)
Ma Codu Masechto Adoshem (Low - arr. W. Bass)
Orchestre dir. Warner Bass

FACE 2
L’hor Vodor (From generation to generation)
Umipni Chatoen (For our sins)
Sheiboneh Beis Hemikdosh (Rebuilding the Temple)
Akavvo Ben Mahalelel (Akavvo the son of Mahalelel)
with String Ensemble
dir. Joseph M. Rumshinsky
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Golden Voices of Israël

FACE 1
Cantor Sawel Kwartin
Weal yedei (Through thy Prophets)
Tifer Rabbi Ishmael (Accept, Ye Righteous)
Cantor Leib Glantz
Shma Israel (Hear, O Israel)
Tal (Prayer of Dew)
Cantor Kapov-Kagan
Kidush (Sancification)

FACE 2
Cantor Joseph Rosenblatt and his son Henry
Yaale (Supplication)
Cantor Joseph Rosenblatt
Hineni Meoni Micon (I came before thee)
Cantor Pierre Pinchik
Raza deshabos (The Mystery of Sabbath)
Cantor Samuel Vigoda
Emes Ki Ato Yatsrom (Thou art the Creator)
Maron Di Wishamaynu (Our Lord in heaven)
MASTERPICESES OF THE SYNAGOGUE
THE ART OF CANTOR JOSEF ROSENBLATT

1 — ELOKAY NESHOMOH
(O My God, the Soul Thou Gavest Me is Pure)

2 — HABET MISHOMAYIM (Look Down from Heaven)

3 — ACHENIU KOL BETH ISRAEL
(Our Brethren, the Whole House of Israel)

4 — ADOSHEM MOLOCH GEUS
(The Lord Reigneth)
Cantor Josef Rosenblatt
MASTERPIECES OF THE SYNAGOGUE
THE ART OF CANTOR JOSEF ROSENBLATT

1 — YISHTABACH (Praised Be Thy Name)
2 — TIKANTO SHABBOS (Thou Didst Institute the Sabbath)
   (Arr. by N. Shilkret)
3 — DER NUIER "OMAR RABBI ELOSOR"
   (The New "Omar Rabbi Eleazar"
4 — ELOKAY AD SCHUNO NOZARTI
   (O My God, Before I Was Formed)
5 — W'AF HU HOYOH MIS'CHAVEN
   (The High Priest Awaits the coming of God)
   (from "Avodoh" of Yom Kippur)
1-4 Cantor Josef Rosenblatt
5 Josef Rosenblatt-Levi
Rosenblatt Assisted by
R. Kazimirsny